Dear Prospective Student:
Are you looking for a way to pursue a legal education
at a highly successful institution without sacrificing the
ability to gain real-world professional experience? Do
you desire to couple rigorous academics with thorough
training in Biblical worldview and legal philosophy?
Are you interested in having the ability to pursue your
Juris Doctor degree immediately upon finishing high
school and graduate debt-free? If so, I invite you to
consider Oak Brook College of Law and Government
Policy – our unique structure makes these possibilities
a reality.
In addition, Oak Brook is a mission-driven school. The
College’s faculty and students view law as a calling, not
simply a career. Practical legal instruction is combined
with extensive exploration of Biblical worldview,
legal philosophy, and the practical implications of
being a Christian attorney. What Oak Brook offers
is unique, but it is not easy. It requires self-discipline,
persistence, and determination to succeed. However,
with guidance from the faculty, teaching assistants,
fellow students, and our active network of alumni, the
experience is life-changing.
Our graduates are having a significant impact
in the legal profession and the communities they
serve because of their competency, character, and
commitment. We invite you to join them.

Sincerely,
J. Douglas McElvy,
Dean
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Interested in learning more?
Download our free ebook at
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PROVEN ACADEMICS

FOCUSED WORLDVIEW

UNPARALLELED OPPORTUNITY

High Bar Exam Passage Rate

Rigorous Worldview Training

Designed for Growth

Oak Brook’s coursework intentionally incorporates
teaching the skills necessary for successful Bar passage
into each area of study, resulting in an overall pass rate
of nearly 80% on one of the hardest exams in the nation.

Excellent academics are of little value if not grounded in
truth. For this reason, Oak Brook purposefully integrates
worldview training with each course, approaching every
area of study from a Biblical perspective.

Oak Brook believes the most prepared attorney is
one who combines academics with professional and
life experience. Our unique learning structure allows
students to pursue a full range of opportunities not
available when confined to classroom schedules.

Top-Caliber Instruction

Focus on Legal Philosophy

Direct Entrance

Classes are lead by a dedicated team of professors who
currently practice or formerly practiced law in their areas
of instruction, providing the ability to integrate real-world
experience and knowledge with rigorous academics.

Oak Brook’s curriculum and courses include components
designed to explore differing views of law and the
Constitution, examining Biblical principles, historical
documents, and the writings of current scholars to
construct a theory of law based in truth.

Focused, purposeful pursuits are a priority at OBCL.
Motivated students are given the opportunity to
qualify for and begin Juris Doctor studies immediately
after completing high school coursework, allowing for
graduation and a career at a young age.

Emphasis on Practical Skills

Cultivation of Spiritual Growth

Debt-free Graduation

The flexibility of correspondence is combined with
intensive on-site training and hands-on instruction in
Oak Brook’s practical skills courses, giving students the
chance to hone appellate, trial, and mediation skills
under the guidance of faculty highly qualified in these
areas of practice.

The faculty at Oak Brook is passionate about ministering
to the whole student. On-site and distance coursework
is melded with exhortation and encouragement to grow
in Christ-likeness and exemplify grace, creating a truly
Christ-centered atmosphere and education.

Oak Brook faculty believes it is important that our
graduates are not saddled with tens of thousands of
dollars of debt that may limit their choices and impede
their abilities to serve their clients and families. Our
tuition is intentionally kept low to allow students to
graduate debt-free and unencumbered.

Purposeful Interaction

Training a Christian Attorney

Support Beyond School

Oak Brook utilizes the best of modern technology and
on-site courses to facilitate meaningful interaction
and support between students, professors, and
upperclassmen, implementing a program of study
without needless distractions.

Living as a Christian attorney means far more than correct
legal theory and worldview. Oak Brook faculty makes it a
priority to examine the full meaning of being a “Christian”
attorney and thoroughly explore the impact that a
Christ-centered life should have on professional practice.

Oak Brook College is supported by a wide network of
alumni and a robust Alumni Association which works in
collaboration with the college to provide academic and
professional mentoring and support, bridging the gap
between academics and real-world experience.
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t Oak Brook College, we believe
that God is glorified and people best
served through excellence. Our vision of
training high caliber Christian attorneys
results in an academic program with a
well-established record of success.

or faculty and students at Oak
Brook, law is not simply a career, nor
is law school merely the path to entering
a lucrative profession. Rather, it is a
calling – a means to serving both God
and others – through the practice of law.

uccess as an attorney requires more
than solid academics. Oak Brook
strives to present a structure that allows
for rich professional experiences and
vibrant mentoring and support, without
busywork or unneeded expense.

